
The New and Improved  
Power Design Pro™

YOUR ULTIMATE ENGINEERING SOLUTION

Introducing Streamlined Bid Specifications
The latest version of PDP is a game-changer in bid specification processes, promoting productivity and 
cost-efficiency. Scalability is now at the forefront, enabling you to tackle projects of varying sizes with ease. 
Most importantly, these enhancements enable you to achieve significantly improved project outcomes.

Efficient and Accurate
PDP helps you right-size your generator, 
preventing delays and unnecessary 
costs by helping you identify the correct 
generator in real time.

Flexible and Custom
This cloud-based, turnkey sizing tool 
allows you to compare and contrast 
various generator designs and sizes with 
simple clicks.

Backed by over 60 years 
of experience in power 
generation and engineering. 
Power Design Pro™ (PDP) simplifies finding 
the right generator size. Utilizing innovative 
algorithms, this unmatched software solution 
helps ensure optimal generator compatibility.

Try the NEW PDP  
today for FREE at  
powerdesignpro.com

Power Design Pro designs, analysis, and identified product suggestions are dependent on user provided input project details. Customer is solely 
responsible for the accuracy and integrity of its data, and any errors in project inputs may impact the designs, analysis, and outputs of Power Design Pro. 
Unique circumstances in any user’s project or application may also impact the suitability of the product suggested.

http://powerdesignpro.com
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Get It Right  
the First Time 
Using PDP, easily update  
individual loads and track  
project changes.

Obtain Certificate  
of Occupancy (CO)
Utilize PDP to help your project 
meet NEC requirements and  
obtain COs.

Get an Expert  
Second Opinion
Speak with a Generac Power 
Solutions manager for feedback.** 
generac.com/pdp-contact-us

Operate  
With Ease
Simply enter basic load info,  
adjust parameters, and instantly  
see the impact on generator size.

Choose from 15 
Predefined Loads
More predefined load options 
than most competitors’ software, 
accurately fitting your specific loads.

Complete in  
Under 15 Minutes*

Accurately determine the  
recommended size generator for your 
specific project in 15 minutes or less.

Get started or learn more at 
generac.com/power-design-pro

Has Power Design Pro worked for you? Help other engineers quickly find 
the information they need to select their next generator by sharing your 
story. Just fill out our form at generac.com/pdp-contact-us.

Engage  
& Share

*Users can typically complete an average project using average predefined loads in 15 minutes or less.  
More difficult projects will take longer.

**Generac does not have access to any PDP project data unless you choose to share it.
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